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Designed from every angle
APF Furniture Systems combine intelligent design with extraordinary value to provide modern adaptable office 

furniture that defies tradition.

In keeping with this philosophy we are proud to introduce Vee 120 Degree, a well designed, versatile office desking 

solution providing three 120 degree desk possitions. Vee 120 Degree is a cost-efficient system designed to meet both 

the current and future needs of varying workplace applications.



Vee 120 Degree: 1500, 1800 or 2100

Also available in custom sizes 

*Privacy screen length

Versatility 
Ideal for individual or team collaboration, Vee 120 Degree 
provides a clean modular design that facilitates fast and easy 
installation or reconfiguration to meet the evolving needs of any 
organisation.

Vee 120 Degree has clean and functional lines with its angled leg 
detail. It is custom made and available in a combination of sizes 
and designs that  are limitless to suit any office environment.

Vee Designed Leg 
The gently curved Vee leg design is strong and durable. The 
wide stance of the Vee leg ensures the stability of the frame 
whilst also creating a modern, quality look. The foot of the 
leg can rotate freely. This ensures the table remains stable 
over uneven floors. The steel and durable nylon construction 
provides durability and a longer lifespan.

Height Adjustable Leg 
The technician height adjustable leg enhances practicality 
and versatility providing true ergonomic consideration for 
your entire workforce. The Vee leg come with a White Satin 
or Precious Silver Pearl powdercoat finish with a chrome 
extendable leg.

PowerPak Under-desk Services 
The PowerPak is the perfect solution for electrical and data 
reticulation between the desks in an office. The PowerPak 
features a two tier basket with mounting brackets that screw to 
the underside of the workstation or back into the modesty panel 
and allows the basket to `snap’ into the bracket.
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